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“When it is evening, you say, ‘It will be fair weather, for the sky is red.’  And in the
morning, ‘It will be  stormy today, for the sky is red and threatening.’

“You know how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but you cannot interpret the
signs of the times” (Matthew 16: 2-3).

The leaders of Jesus’ day were weather-wise but unable to see the signs of God’s Kingdom
breaking in upon them.  The Messiah was standing there, right in front of them.  The hour
had come.  God’s Kingdom was at hand.  The day of their visitation was upon them but they
couldn’t interpret the spiritual and political currents swirling all round them.

The proof that they were blind to the prophetic signs staring right at them is that they still
asked for a sign (Matt. 16: 1)!?  They couldn’t --- rather, wouldn’t --- see the noses right in
front of their own faces.

Is our generation any different?  Is the Church aware of where we sit in this present crucible
of history in these last days of the end times?  Are we also blind to the signs of the times? I
am perfectly well aware, of course,  that we must be cautious about embracing every
conspiracy theory making the rounds --- there certainly are enough rabbit holes to dart
down to keep us fact-checking all day long.

In this article I want to explore some of the signs that are already swirling overhead.
Perhaps, to use Jesus’ own words, it will be stormy weather ahead for, the sky is red and
threatening.

COVID AND THE GREAT GLOBAL RESET

Ever since the COVID-19 pandemic invaded our “normal” lives in 2020 leaving
economic meltdown, death and lockdowns in its wake, weary people have been looking
forward to just getting back to pre-pandemic “normal”. Will this happen?

If you have been keeping your ear to the ground you will have been noticing how
Governments and world leaders have been increasingly pointing to what they are
euphemistically calling “The Great Reset”.  Indeed, “The Great Reset” has become
one of the media’s favourite buzz words!

But what exactly is involved in The Great Reset? Who is behind it,  and what will it
mean for the world?  One thing is for sure:  Whether the Virus was deliberately
released, whether it was research in a lab which accidentally went wrong, or whether it
escaped from the animal populations in a so-called ‘wet market’ in Wuhan, it’s patently
obvious that the world is going to change forever. The virus and its mutations along
with the economic tab will be felt by our grandchildren and beyond.

Hence the rationale and the call (so we are being told) for The Great Reset.
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The Great Reset goes by other names. Perhaps you've heard of Agenda 21, Agenda
2030, Agenda 21/30 and even The Green New Deal? Whatever the nomenclature,
these are all part of The Great Global Reset.

THE LEADERS OF THE GREAT GLOBAL RESET

This global agenda has been established by the World Economic Forum and its
current form has been around for about 50 years. Klaus Schwab is the head of it, but
other prominent leaders include Prince Charles, Bill Gates, George Soros, Dr. Anthony
Fauci, and probably another two dozen world leaders. They are all involved in planning
and implementing a globalist (and if I am right) a very dark plan for the world which is
set on permanently changing our lives  as we know them.

Their startling agenda covers every area of everybody’s lives in the world, you and me
included! They espouse global Socialism (of the Marxist kind) and a centralized global
government. You may go to their website at weforum.org to read their plans.

DONALD TRUMP

Before the globalists can implement their one-world system, they have to eliminate
certain obstacles. They have to get rid of anybody in office who is a patriot to their own
country. You can't love your country first. Rather you've got to love and promote the
world community and global agenda.

No matter what your personal opinions of Donald Trump, love him or loathe him (and
there appears to be no middle ground) before the World Economic Forum could
continue making any progress, they had to get him out of the way. Trump publicly
stated his adherence to nationalism --- “America First” --- and his disinterest in
globalism (which is why he pulled out of the Paris Agreement on climate change and
why he stopped funds for the World Health Organisation, for example). Trump was a
roadblock to globalism.

WHAT’S THE AGENDA?

The Bible prophesies an end-times global system in Revelation 13 and many other
places. There is emerging already a global empire ultimately ruled by Satan himself,
culminating in The Great Tribulation and a man variously called The Man of Sin, The
Rebel, and the Antichrist. What's the end-goal for this dark agenda? To create a
godless, global government opposed to the God of heaven and His Christ.

It follows that one of the strategies to implement Agenda 21 and The Great Reset is
that all national borders must be eliminated. National borders must become porous for
the purpose of working together to implement a co-operative global government. It
follows that one of the most obvious “fronts” for the global agenda is the United
Nations.

Personally I am convinced that the incessant drumbeat about “the climate crisis” is one
of the strategies to achieve this international cooperation and levelling out of the
nations. It’s hard not to get on board when voices like those of the elderly gentleman
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David Attenborough and of the youthful activist Greta Thunberg are appealing to us to
“save ourselves”.

“The climate emergency” is incessantly and daily on the media. Who is pushing it? And
would you believe it? They are aiming at controlling and surveilling every area of our
lives, including the plan to take beef off the menu because cows are adding to CO2
emissions by farting!

However, there are dozens of smaller organizations involved in implementing The
Great Reset. Even old organizations people think have faded from the scene are now
merging under The World Economic Forum. ( )1

WATCH THE MEETINGS!

The World Economic Forum met very recently in January 2021, and they are planning
on meeting again in May 2021. During these two meetings, the World Economic
Forum will lay out its plan. From there, I am confident, they will proceed with due
haste to attain their ambition of implementing a one-world government.

As already mentioned, they wish to eliminate national sovereignty and independence.
They plan on destroying and replacing the free enterprise economic system, which
means eliminating private property. We're all supposed to own nothing, yet still be
happy. They certainly long to abolish Christianity and the Judeao-Christian values of the
Bible because God stands in the way.

And they're hastening the move towards a cashless society and establishing a universal
income. One quote on the Forum's website proves I am not over-stating or being
sensational:

"Everyone will be equal. Everyone will be secure from the ravages of
competition. And as a result, the whole world will be happy and be at
peace."

The globalists will not let the Covid crisis go to waste. Control-creep is happening as I
write. With the Covid vaccine now rolling out, it’s becoming obvious that we won’t be
able to travel without a vaccine certificate with our passports, and it's being already
mooted that you won’t be able to enter a shopping mall without a vaccine certificate or
that some employers won’t employ you without it either. Echoes of not being able to
buy or sell which the Bible has already predicted!

THE GREAT TRIBULATION AND THE GREAT RESET

Will The Great Tribulation as prophesied in the Bible be the result of The Great Reset?
This I will not say for sure. Is it alarmist to see these gathering storm clouds and to
write, ‘It will be stormy today, for the sky is red and threatening’? The signs and the
noises certainly indicate a strong possibility in that direction.

1 If you wish to go to the World Economic Forum's website at weforum.org to read up on The Great Reset, you must be
prepared to spend a week on it because their plans are so extensive and so comprehensive!
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ORWELLIAN ALERT ( )2

I find it strange that many secular sources are raising these alarming developments but that
few Christian voices are sounding the alarm. This is the open conspiracy that H. G. Wells
stated would take place in his book, The Open Conspiracy:  BluePrint For A World
Revolution was first published in 1928 and although still classified as “Utopian Fiction”
in its genre, is becoming uncomfortably uncanny.

The book envisions a “politically, socially and economically unified world” wherein the
destinies of every human on the earth are controlled by an educated elite who use
science to control every aspect of life.  (Haven’t you heard that phrase an awful lot lately
--- “Trust the science!  Trust the data!” --- ?

In Well’s original edition he discusses how religion must be eliminated before this
“better order” can eventuate.  Population control is also flagged as a critical necessity.

And how about George Orwell’s book Nineteen Eighty-Four, or more frequently printed
as 1984? Although officially listed in genre as “Dystopian Fiction” it’s theme is uncannily
materialising in our day.  Already “Big Brother” is able to track us all and knows what’s
best for you and for me!

If you have eyes to see and ears to hear it is clearly happening right now, under our very
own noses and before our very own eyes and loudly in our very ears. Under the guise of a
virus, it is being promoted everywhere as never before on radio, television, in the cities,
on the streets and on the world-wide internet. Our freedoms are being challenged by a
burgeoning  globalism. ( )3

NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV

Most people today are too young to remember the event on television when the
chairman of  the Russian politburo Nikita Khrushchev spoke  to President John F.
Kennedy in the early 1960’s. Here are some quotes of what he said:

"Your children's children will live under communism. You Americans are so
gullible. No, you won't accept communism outright; but we will keep feeding you
small doses of socialism until you will finally wake up and find you already have
Communism.”

“We will not have to fight you; We will so weaken your economy, until you
will fall like overripe fruit into our hands."

"The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from those who are
willing to work and give to those who would not.”

3 I personally discussed the new globalist agenda with an Australian who is currently working from London as one of the
International Banking Managers for Europe.  He has no time for keeping Australia (or any other sovereign nation for that
matter) as we have grown up with.  He is all for population control and open borders, a global reset on currency, etc.  I left
that dialogue with a feeling of impending doom for our future, and just how close it really is..

2 I received this outline in an email from a believer in the USA by the name of Edward  Allen. Thanks Ed!
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Socialism inevitably leads to Communism and Totalitarianism. So, how do you create a
Socialist Totalitarian State? It takes a lot of planning and a lot of work over a long period
of time.

Their long-term plan has 11 goals on how to gain control of the people and turn a
democratic state into a communist state. These are outlined below:  (See if you don’t
recognise all, if not most of them, happening in your world right now!)

1) Healthcare – Control healthcare and you control the people for they fear disease and
dying. Make them feel that they cannot take care of themselves. Teach them they must
have a Doctor to care for them.  Distribute drugs freely.

2) Poverty - Increase the poverty level as high as possible to create more and more
homeless people. Put them on welfare. Poor people are easier to control and will not
fight back if Government is providing everything for them.

3) Debt - Increase ALL debt, public and private, to unsustainable levels. Then you are
able to increase taxes on the rich. The poor will always agree. Tell them that it levels the
playing field between the rich and the poor. Heavy debt always produces greater
poverty.

4) Gun Control - Remove the people’s ability to defend themselves from the
Government. By doing so you are able to create a viable police state. Teach   them   that
they  don’t   need   to  protect  themselves,   that the Government will.

5) Welfare – Make them all beggars. Take control of every aspect of their lives (food,
housing, wages, income) because that will make them fully dependent on the
Government and its handouts. They will not bite the hand that feeds them.

6) Education – Covertly ban free speech and assembly. Take full control of what people
read, see and listen to. Take full control of what children learn from infancy in all
schools including those of higher learning: universities and colleges. Control all speech
and propaganda. Teach them the new worldview counter culture of collectivism and
communism.

7) Religion - Remove belief in God and prayer from the Government and all schools and
in people’s lives. Teach the people that they need to believe ONLY that the Government
knows what is best for [you] the people. Make them understand that morality is of no
value. Promote the counter culture against the Judeo/Christian mindset and worldview.

8) Class Warfare - Divide the people to have only two classes. The rich and the poor.
Eliminate the middle class. This will cause more discontent and it will be easier to tax
the wealthy with the support of the poor. Further divide the people racially, politically,
nationally, sexually, meld them all into being the same. Most of all destroy the nuclear
family. Divide and conquer.

9) Surveillance - Create Government agencies that can know what each person is doing
at any given moment. Create an environment of suspicions, strife, envy and hate so that
everyone will spy on his neighbor for the good of everybody.
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10) Destroy Nationalism – Promote one world Government as the answer to the world’s
woes. Insist that social injustice, climate change, inequality, national boundaries, global
warming, carbon emissions and environmental issues are the real problems created by
capitalist nations. Open all borders.

11) Money – The most important. Control the money supply and you control all the
moving parts of society including the governments. Set up central banks in every
nation/state that will all cooperate covertly in unity.

Control interest rates and increase inflation to diminish the value of popular currency
on a regular basis, to keep the unwary population impoverished and under control.

Do YOU see any of these things happening around you today in plain sight?

Looks like the global elitists promoting the United Nations are doing just what
Khrushchev said they would to bring about their Global Socialist Totalitarian State.  All
in harmony with H. G. Wells and Orwell… and Bible prophecy.

WE CAN’T SAY WE HAVE NOT BEEN WARNED!

Do you think I am being alarmist?  Do you think I am misreading the signs in the sky?  Do
you think I might be a conspiracy nut? Perhaps the storm clouds I am looking at will blow
over?  We could wish!  But I cannot ignore the prophetic warnings in my Bible;

For the secret power of lawlessness is already at work … [and] the coming of the
Lawless One will be in accordance with the work of Satan displayed in all kinds of
counterfeit miracles, signs and wonders, and in every sort of evil that deceives those who
are perishing.

They perish because they refused to love the truth and so be saved.  For this reason
God sends them a powerful delusion so that they will believe what is false and so that all
will be condemned who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wickedness (2
Thessalonians 2: 7-12).

Yes, sadly it seems, nothing has changed since those wilfully blind folks back in Jesus’ day
who could read the signs in the sky and be weather-smart, but who were unable to
recognise the signs of the times.

Our only defence is to  love for the truth. So, Let the nations conspire, let the peoples plot
in vain, let the rulers of the earth take their stand against the LORD and against His Messiah,
but He Who sits enthroned in the heavens laughs and scoffs because His decree will
ultimately stand (Psalm 2).

One glorious day the God of the Bible is going to replace the governments of this old world
with His own!  The Government will be upon the shoulders of His delegated King whose
name is Jesus (Isaiah 9: 6). Amen!
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